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Tailored tech solutions for better business



Better with Philips 
professional displays 

Power and versatility are only the 
beginning. Every innovation from PPDS 
is designed for maximum impact.

Over 40 years’ one-on-one industry 
experience with small businesses 
through to global enterprises gives us 
the insight and the experience to 
develop breakthrough technologies 
when and where they are needed – from 
cutting-edge professional TVs, through 
collaboration-focused interactive 
displays and ultra-clear high brightness 
smart signage, to limitless direct view 
LED displays.
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Signage collection

Crisp colour and ultra-clear resolution bring 
content to life for flawless engagement and 
better results. Built for versatility and packed 
with features that can be easily adapted for 
your usage needs.

Interactive range

Inspire collaboration, maximise engagement 
and empower true connections between 
people and your content. All featuring super 
smooth multi-touch functionality and 
powerful business features.

Direct view LED line up

Display content as its meant to be seen. 
Adaptable and flawlessly flexibile, build out 
captivating small corners, show vibrant 
content in shop windows, and engaging 
masterpieces in larger-than-life detail.

Videowall array

Size up for the bigger picture. Turn your 
content into an immersive and customise 
your commercial setting into unforgettable 
visual feast. Bring dynamic content to life 
with added intrigue and real radiance. 

Professional TV portfolio

Deliver the ultimate home-from-home 
experience for hotels, healthcare settings 
and beyond. Designed on our Android TV 
platform for smart familiarity, cutting-edge 
versatility and maximum engagement.
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AndroidTM
 

Secure, non-rooted SOC built-in

The operating system on a device is one of 

the most important elements in terms of 

providing a stable and secure environment 

for applications to perform tasks. Choosing 

solutions with an integrated Android 

operating system offers a competitive edge 

– both cost-effective and with a wide range 

of software options available. 

Philips professional displays incorporate 

a built-in, non-rooted Android SoC – 

designed for flexible and agile content 

management and your system security. 

Infinite possibilities 
for better business

Engage, inform and create with ease.  

When you choose a Philips professional 

display powered by Android, you’ll 

experience infintite possibility. 

With intuitive access to millions of 

apps from the Google Play store, you’ll  

also be able to connect your tailor-made 

apps and software for a truly unique 

customer experience on your Android TV*.

* Android TV and Google Play store are only  
available on Philips B-line series

Do more with Android

Give your clients more ways to enjoy 

their time in front of your screens.

Make a positive impression as a 

tech forward company enabling 

tailored experiences.
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Enjoy better connectivity with your 

existing systems without additional costs.

Open-source design allows you to create 

custom apps for any purpose.

Secure updates keep your Google- 

certified products up-to-date,  

optimised and protected.
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PPDS Wave

Your evolutionary cloud platform 
unlocking the power, versatility 
and intelligence inside Philips 
professional displays. 

Made for and in collaboration 
with system integrators

You spoke and we listened. PPDS Wave is your 

state-of-the-art cloud platform, dedicated 

to bringing secure and scalable, sustainable 

bottom line benefits for your business. 

Integrating different types of hardware can 

be challenging, sending service technicians is 

costly, and displays are not always accessible. 

Wave puts you fully in control with simplified 

installation and display set-up, including 

managing, monitoring, and controlling displays, 

upgrading firmware, managing playlists and 

setting power schedules. Allowing you to save 

time, energy and environmental impact.

The Wave platform is…

>   Scalable

>   Future-proofed

>   Secure

>   Easy-to-use

>   Easy-to-integrate (API First)

>   Continuously developing and evolving 
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Your sustainable solution 
for a sustainable future 

In a world where resources are precious and 

overheads are rising, the ability to avoid costly 

on-site interventions and manage displays efficiently 

is no longer just a nice-to-have...it’s critical. 

With PPDS Wave you can be proactively alerted to 

issues, helping you to avoid costly truck-rolls, saving 



99

on time and energy, while reducing your 

carbon footprint, too. Wave also offers 

options to optimise your fleet’s energy 

usage - for instance by scheduling 

standby when a display is not in use.

Register for your free trial  
at ppds.com

READY

Save your energy with PPDS Wave 
on any Philips professional displays 
showing this Wave-ready logo.

http://www.ppds.com


CMND 

Take command of  
your content

Optimise your on-screen content with 

our exclusive PPDS CMND on-premises 

solution. Philips professional TVs  that 

feature CMND put you in total control, 

with powerful content creation, advanced 

system connectivity and pro-grade 

deployment, all through an easy-to-use 

intuitive interface.

Do more with CMND

Update your entire fleet of screens, 

selected sectors or single units with CMND.

CMND & Create provides easy-to-use 

tools and templates to design and publish 

custom content.

CMND & Control allows you to manage 

inputs and monitor display status over a 

local connection.

CMND & Check-in streamlines processes 

and adds a special touch with personal 

guest communications.
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CMND Reception

CMND Reception is a versatile new software 

application, developed as part of the CMND portfolio, 

bringing you the opportunity to seamlessly build 

upon your small to medium-sized hotel customer’s 

existing CMND platform to provide a viable and cost-

effective alternative to checking guests in and out 

with a full, end-to-end Property Management System 

(PMS). 

Deliver PMS-based services, such as enabling video-

on-demand, including Netflix, or greeting the 

customer upon entry. 

CMND Reception – bringing efficiency and 

opportunity for your business, and greater control 

for your customers.
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Philips B-Line
Professional productivity
with Chromecast built-in and HDMI hotplug 

Boost productivity. Philips B-Line seamlessly integrates into professional 
systems for efficient control. Chromecast built-in ensures presentations  
and promotions run smoothly with instant wireless media sharing from 
Windows, Apple and Android™ devices.

* sizes/models may be be regional dependent

43"

65" 70"

55"50"

75"

SIGNAGE COLLECTION
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Features

Create | Control

Corporate
Designed for results in demanding 
environments, the B-Line range delivers the 
ultimate in wireless and wired connectivity for 
quick, hassle-free presentation and content 
sharing. Extra tools and functionality can be 
added easily through the Google Play store 
thanks to the built-in Android TV.   

Food and beverage 
Schedule content and promotions based on 
time of day and special events to maximise 
results within your establishment. CMND & 
Control allows you to perform vital functions 
like controlling settings, updating software, 
and monitoring display status.
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Philips D-Line
Captivating innovation
Powered by Android

Amaze your guests with a smarter, faster signage display. Performance meets 
versatility in the Philips D-Line - 24/7 and ranging up to 98 inches in size, it is 
the perfect choice for content that needs to make a powerful impact in both 
landscape and portrait orientation. With integrated WiFi and designed for 
running Android apps, meet the next evolution in signage solutions.

32"

65"

50"

86"

43"

75"

55"

98"

READY

SIGNAGE COLLECTION
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Public venues
Inform and engage visitors in public spaces. 
The Philips D-Line features an integrated system 
to communicate with devices over the same 
network connectivity. FailOver ensures that 
backup content is played if the primary source 
experiences an outage.

Retail
Optimise any retail space for a better 
shopping experience. Easily create and control 
promotional content across single or multiple 
displays with Wave, and ensure content is 
always playing in case of primary source 
outages with FailOver.

Corporate
Easily connect and share content for ultra-
efficient meetings and presentations. Built-in 
Android and SmartBrowser provide access 
to more apps, media content and devices, 
while Wave allows for updateable internal 
communications in an instant.

Food and beverage
Easily display menus, update item availability, 
pricing, and promotions with Wave. Integrated 
SmartPlayer and internal MemoryCache allow 
for local content scheduling, while FailOver 
ensures backup content is always available.

Transportation
Instantly update arrivals, departures and 
important announcements with ease 
using Wave. Built-in Android allows for live 
information and custom software integration 
from apps, while FailOver displays backup 
transport information in case of a primary 
source outage. All this with 24/7 operation.

* Built-in Android, 4G and WiFi available on selected models

Features
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Philips H-Line
Turn heads
High brightness 24/7 display

Stay visible day and night with a Philips H-Line ultra bright professional 
display. Astonishing clarity and contrast make this a perfect solution 
for busy areas that are subject to high ambient light. From airports to 
shopping centres, window displays to airy atriums.

55" 75"

SIGNAGE COLLECTION
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Public venues
Stay visible day and night with super-clear 
resolution. CMND allows for content creation and 
management across single or multiple displays. 
FailOver ensures that backup content is displayed 
if the primary source experiences an outage.

Transportation
Ensure that schedules are visible in any condition 
with 3000 cd/m2 ultra-high brightness. Instantly 
update arrivals, departures and important 
announcements with ease using CMND. FailOver 
displays backup transport information in case of 
a primary source outage.

Retail
Stand out and make an impact in any environment. 
The ultra-high brightness of the H-Line series 
ensures that content cuts through the crowd 
and receives the recognition it deserves. 
Robust components make this display ideal for 
24/7 operation.

Features
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Philips P-Line
Power and flexibility
Brighter content with 24/7 performance

Outperform in challenging environments. Made for 24/7 operation, the robust 
Philips P-Line digital signage display stands the test of time. Clear UHD picture 
quality and higher brightness make it perfect for demanding environments 
such as retail, transportation and food & beverage.

43" 55"50" 65"

SIGNAGE COLLECTION
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Food and beverage
Easily display menus, update item availability, 
pricing, and promotions with CMND. 
Integrated SmartPlayer and internal 
Memory Cache allow for local content 
scheduling, while FailOver ensures backup 
content is always available. 

Entertainment
Brighten any space and keep patrons 
engaged. CMND allows for quick content 
updates across single or multiple screens, and 
internal MemoryCache and FailOver ensure 
content is always running.

Transportation
Instantly update arrivals, departures and 
important announcements with ease using 
CMND. Built-in Android allows for live 
information and custom software integration 
from apps, while FailOver displays backup 
transport information in case of a primary 
source outage. All this with 24/7 operation.

Features
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Philips Q-Line
Intensify your signage experience
Easy set-up 18/7 display

Inform and enthral with a Philips Q-Line professional display. This reliable 
solution can be up and running as quickly as you need. These displays 
require no additional hardware and can be configured for almost any 
function.

32" 50"43" 55”

65" 86"75"

READY

SIGNAGE COLLECTION
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Corporate
Easily connect and share content for ultra efficient 
meetings and presentations. Built-in Android* 
gives you access to more devices and apps, 
while Wave allows for updateable internal 
communications in an instant. 

Public venues
Inform and engage visitors in public spaces. 
With a range of size and resolution options, 
the Q-Line is perfect for mixing and matching 
based on usage requirements while maintaining 
design consistency throughout the space.

Retail
Optimise any retail space for a better 
shopping experience. Easily create and 
control promotional content across single 
or multiple displays with Wave, and keep 
running costs down with SmartPower. 

Food and beverage
Clearly display menus, update item availability, 
pricing, and promotions with ease using 
Wave. Integrated SmartPlayer and an internal 
MemoryCache allow for local content to be 
scheduled and pushed as needed.

Entertainment
Keep patrons engaged with vibrant content 
in up to 4K Ultra HD and impressive sizes that 
reach up to 86-inches. Wave allows for quick 
content updates across single or multiple 
screens and internal MemoryCache allows for 
local source content.

Education
Bring lessons to life with up to 4K Ultra HD 
resolution, and engage students with better 
connectivity, and open source apps through 
built-in Android*. Wave allows for custom 
content to be created and displayed with ease.

*Built-in Android available on selected models

Features
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Philips S-Line
Go wide 
Stretched digital signage display

Widen the view. Broaden your opportunities with Philips S-Line. With its unique 
32:9 design and 1920x540 resolution, high-brightness output and versatile 
linking, the new stretched digital signage display shows more in less space.

37”

READY

SIGNAGE COLLECTION
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Retail
Optimise any retail space for a better 
shopping experience. Easily create and 
control promotional content across single or 
multiple displays with Wave. This ultra-high-
brightness 700 cd/m2 Philips S-Line display  
is perfect for spaces where the form factor  
is important. 

Public venues
Inform and engage visitors in public spaces. 
Because business never sleeps, Philips S-Line is 
designed for 24/7 use for highest accuracy and 
critical environments. Connect two or more 
Philips professional displays to create a tiled set 
up required for your public space needs.

Transportation 
Instantly update arrivals, departures and 
important announcements with ease 
using Wave. Built-in Android allows for live 
information and custom software integration 
from apps. All this with 24/7 operation.

Features
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Philips C-Line
Interactive meeting display
High-end capacitive multi-touch technology

Maximise engagement and inspire collaboration with an interactive Philips 
C-Line display. With options operating on either an Android or a Windows 
platform, these displays are made to withstand heavy daily usage, and feature 
up to 10 touchpoints, edge-to-edge glass and flush design.

55" 75"65" 86"

INTERACTIVE RANGE

READY
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Corporate
Purpose built for corporate environments, the 
C-Line range combines versatile connectivity 
with maximum efficiency. 

A tough multi-touch display allows for 
interactive collaboration, while white board 
mode makes agile brainstorm sessions better 
than ever. 

Next generation HID capacitive touch with USB 
Plug & Play makes it fast and easy to stream 
content from external devices, and built-in 
video conferencing means a cleaner set-up.

* Built-in Windows 10 for PC available on selected models

Features

Windows
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Philips E-Line
Interactive education display 
Featuring multi-touch technology

Elevate the education experience and inspire creative minds with Philips E-Line. Complete 
with all the features and applications needed to deliver effective, efficient and engaging 
lessons and lectures in the classroom, this innovative multi touch screen delivers wireless 
screensharing for up to 64 devices, a built-in Chromium web browser and an interactive 
whiteboard, as well as access to i3Learnhub software. 

65" 86"75"

INTERACTIVE RANGE

READY
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Education
Set a higher benchmark and lead a smarter 
classroom. The brilliantly designed E-Line 
boasts an anti-glare and anti-reflection 4K 
screen, including blue light filter on 4052E 
models, to ensure that your content is always 
the focal point in any lighting condition. 

It’s equally as impressive on the inside, with a 
plethora of features that will enable students 
to design, invent, collaborate and translate 
their ideas for the real world.

Features
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Philips T-Line
Enhance interaction  
Featuring multi-touch technology

Create a workplace that is engaged and interactive. The Philips T-Line 
awakens curiosity and inspires imagination to help you collaborate 
and inspire. Featuring multi-touch technology and whiteboard mode, 
this innovative touch screen enhances environments from corporate 
meeting rooms, to retail spaces, classrooms and more.

65" 86"75"

INTERACTIVE RANGE

READY
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Corporate
Bring greater engagement to your workspace 
– in the boardroom, meeting rooms and 
beyond. The Philips T-Line includes an 
interactive white board, video conferencing 
and more to enable colleagues to present 
and collaborate with confidence.

Education
Bring lessons to life and truly engage 
students with an interactive touch screen 
display and new whiteboard mode for 
collaborative experiences. 
Built-in Android allows for learning apps and 
games, while Wave allows for custom content 
to be created and displayed with ease.
 
Retail
Add digital interaction into the in-store 
experience to engage customers, allow easy 
ordering, facilitate wayfinding and combine 
online efficiency with personal service.

Features
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Philips T-Line
Engaging touch screens
20-point multi-touch display

Inspire collaboration. Deliver information. This responsive Philips multi-touch 
professional UHD display is ideal for multi-finger, multiuser applications – from 
wayfinding to presentations. Up to 20 touch points can be active at once.

43" 55"32"

INTERACTIVE RANGE

READY
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Retail
Revolutionise your shopping experience by 
bringing the digital world into the store. 
Interactive touch functionality can be used 
for product selection, wayfinding, and 
promotional experiences.

Public venues
Inform and engage visitors in public spaces. 
Multi-touch interactivity makes the T-Line 
perfect for wayfinding. FailOver ensures that 
backup content is displayed if the primary source 
experiences an outage.

Hospitality
Multi-touch interactivity keeps guests engaged 
and informed in any setting. Built-in Android 
allows for apps and custom connectivity.

Food and beverage
Streamline customer orders with touchscreen 
functionality linked to your POS system. Wave 
allows for menus and promotional content to 
be displayed on the same screen, while FailOver 
ensures backup content is always available.

Features

Big impact
Small multi-touch display

From shelf advertising to wayfinding 
and roombooking, this ultra-clear 
multi-touch smart display is ideal 
when space is at a premium. A versatile 
all-in-one solution, content is easy to 
manage remotely. Power over Ethernet 
enables flexible placement.

10"
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Philips L-Line
Unleash your imagination even more 
6000, 8000 and 9000 Series direct view LED displays

Vibrance meets versatility. Experience limitless creative freedom with Philips direct view  
LED displays. Whether for your boardroom or corporate setting, in a retail space, for public 
venues or virtual studios, the Philips 6000, 8000 and 9000 series direct view LED portfolio 
allows you to present whites, blacks and full colour, static and dynamic content perfectly 
for a crystal-clear performance and inspired business vision. The Philips 6000- and 
9000-series have a native 16:9 aspect ratio which make them a perfect fit when standard 
(TV) content is displayed.

6000 Series 8000 Series 9000 Series

DIRECT VIEW LED LINE UP

27" 44"
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Corporate
Build your corporate brand into the bigger 
picture with powerfully dynamic statements in 
reception rooms, lobbies and common areas. 
And powerfully presented content in the 
boardroom, meeting rooms and beyond. Keep 
staff and visitors engaged, in the moment, and 
inspired with Philips direct view LED.

Broadcast
From monitoring and managing multiple 
information streams in your broadcast control 
room, through to advanced displays and 
captivating virtual backdrops for your studios 
and stages. Bring digital vision to life with 
astounding precision and maximised uptime, 
all built in with Philips direct view LED.

Education
For a best-in-class, whole campus experience 
combining trusted quality with educational 
expertise and uncompromised resolution. 
Connected with a full professional display 
portfolio and dedicated support. Enlarge on 
the education experience in stunning colour 
and clarity with Philips direct view LED.

Hospitality
Keep guests and customers entertained 
with the beautiful picture quality of LED. 
Ready for custom-integration, create 
a vibrant setting that’s full of colour in 
any environment including hotel rooms, 
restaurants, bars, ballrooms, and other 
places where image is paramount.

Features

* Excluding 8000 series

*
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Philips L-Line
LED display for every form and shape
7000 Series direct view LED displays

Go with the flow and shape up for optimal retail results with the dynamic Philips 7000 Series 
direct view LED. Low energy consumption, colour, contrast, corners and curves are all catered 
for with this vibrant display, delivering high bright and higher bright options to inspire sales 
in any lighting environment.

22" 41"31"

7000 series standard and high brightness  

DIRECT VIEW LED LINE UP
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Retail
Transform any retail space into the ultimate 
shopping experience, with stand out 
messaging and true competitive edge. Bring 
window shoppers in store and add the depth of 
directional sound to promotions, special offers 
and custom content. Excite and entice sales 
with Philips high-brightness direct view LED.

Public venues 
Bring your public venues to life, delivering 
dynamic content onto high bright displays 
to inform and engage visitors in every space. 
Signpost exhibits and build your brand story. 
Inform, entertain, educate, and facilitate easy 
wayfinding. Surprise and delight customers in 
public spaces with Philips direct view LED.

Hospitality 
Guests expect more from their hotel stays, 
craving continuity of the services they enjoy, 
wherever they are. Designed ready for custom 
integration, create a vibrant and welcoming 
setting full of colour and movement. Highly 
efficient and truly effective for a future proofed 
solution, choose Philips direct view LED.

Features

*
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Philips X-Line
Versatile videowall display
Featuring an ultra-narrow bezel

Command attention with a Philips X-Line videowall display. An ultra-narrow 
bezel allows near seamless linking for a display of any size, while Advanced 
ColourCalibration ensures a clear image in any lighting condition.

VIDEOWALL ARRAY

49" 55" 65"
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Public venues
Designed for 24/7 operation, this videowall 
display is ideal for public spaces including 
points of interest, stadiums, and anywhere 
else that requires moving content. FailOver 
ensures that backup content is available in 
case of a primary source outage. 

Retail
Make an impact with a jaw-dropping 
videowall. Easily create and control 
promotional content with CMND, keep 
running costs down with SmartPower,  
and ensure content is always displayed  
with FailOver. 

Corporate
Take presentations and corporate branding 
to the next level. OPS Insert allows for a 
direct integration of a full-power PC or 
Android-powered CRD50 module, while 
CMND enables for updateable internal 
communications in an instant.

Healthcare
Modernise any healthcare setting with 
a vibrant videowall. CMND allows for 
content integration to display patient 
queuing, information, and health updates. 
SmartPower keeps running costs down.

Control rooms
Deliver high quality visuals with maximised 
uptime in high intensity settings with 
astounding precision. Serviced locally, with 
global scale, and up to five years’ warranty.

Entertainment
Increase performance visibility with a giant 
videowall display that gives every patron a 
front row view. Advanced Colour Calibration 
ensures a super clear picture, while 
SmartPower keeps running costs down.

Features
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Philips MediaSuite
Smarter connectivity
with Chromecast built-in and Netflix-ready

Designed for intuitive and easy home-from-home comfort in a fast-paced world, MediaSuite 
features advanced connectivity and versatile configuration settings that allow for tailored 
guest experiences. With Netflix ready directly on the TV, and Chromecast built-in, streaming 
is fast and easy, while Android TV and access to the Google Play store unleash infinite 
entertainment possibilities.

PRO TV PORTFOLIO

43"

32"

55"50"

58" 75"65"

* sizes/models may be be regional dependent
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Hospitality
Let your guests feel at home by making it easy 
for them to enjoy their favourite movies and 
shows. With Philips MediaSuite, guests can now 
access their own Netflix account directly on the 
hotel TV, or by streaming from their phone or 
laptop using the Chromecast built-in feature. 
Ready to pick up where they left off.

Flexible integration options mean the 
MediaSuite is easy to install into the hotel 
network, bringing efficiencies in content 
management, personalisation and analytics.

 

Features

Discover  > 10000 apps on Google Play Store:

Some apps might not be available in certain countries.
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Philips PrimeSuite
Flexible management
Pro System TV

Surprise and delight with a professional Full HD IPTV. Cost-effective central 
management, quick installation, and a customisable UI make this a flexible 
solution. Philips professional displays’ world-renowned picture quality 
always engages.

43”32"

* sizes/models may be be regional dependent

PRO TV PORTFOLIO
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Hospitality
Customisable on-screen branding creates a 
premium look and a clear, easy-to-navigate 
user interface (UI), while a wired LAN input 
ensures a cost effective online connection 
for IPTV and YouTube. CMND allows for 
fast promotional updates and personal 
guest information.

Healthcare
Perfect for common areas, the customisable 
dashboard in the PrimeSuite series easily 
integrates into existing systems for patient 
information, queue management, and 
health notifications. IPTV also enables better 
entertainment during patient waiting times.

Features
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Philips EasySuite
Take control
Powered by CMND

Show more with a budget-friendly standalone professional TV. 
The intuitive CMND solution makes it simple to deploy and manage 
connected displays. Benefit from simple, fast installation and an 
on-screen welcome page that’s easy to program.

PRO TV PORTFOLIO

24" 43”32"

* sizes/models may be be regional dependent
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Hospitality
Set a premium impression with a customisable 
welcome page, boost revenue with the MyChoice* 
pay-to-view solution, and quickly configure 
additional TVs with USB cloning. The EasySuite 
series keeps operational costs down with low 
power consumption, whilst CMND & Control 
provides remote management of displays 
without guest disturbance.

With MyChoice offer pay-to-view content in 
any situation from a complete pay-to-access-all-
channels model to selected premium content.

*  MyChoice is an integrated solution that 
allows viewers to access pay-per-view 
channels via a code.

Features
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Philips Bedside TV
Professional healthcare wellbeing
With Chromecast built-in™

Comfort patients with a home-from-home entertainment option with the new 
Philips Bedside TV. Designed for healthcare environments, this medical-grade 
19-inch display delivers advanced connectivity, a customisable interface, and 
antimicrobial housing for superior patient protection.

19"

PRO TV PORTFOLIO
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Healthcare
An antimicrobial case minimises the spread of 
germs and allows for easy cleaning, while nurse-
call system compatibility allows easy control of 
the TV and access to medical assistance from a 
single device.

CMND enables instant patient information updates, 
and Chromecast built-in helps keep a comfortable 
setting by allowing patients to cast content from 
their mobile devices. 

Galvanic isolation ensures a fail-safe separation 
of the headphone connector from the electrical 
environment near the patient’s bed. 

A reading light is conveniently placed under the 
bottom bezel of this Philips professional healthcare 
TV, giving patients the freedom to read - day or 
night. The light is operated by a button on the 
front touch control panel: the button illuminates 
when a finger or hand is near it.

Features
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Ready to work with you

For more information about Philips digital signage  
solutions and professional TVs, please contact your  
local sales representative or visit us online:
ppds.com
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